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HOLLYWOOD
PHILATELIST
The “Hollywood Philatelist”
is a bi-monthly publication
by the Hollywood Stamp
Club.
Editor: Enrique Setaro
The Hollywood Stamp Club
meets every Tuesday from
5 to 9 PM at the Fred Lippman Multi-Purpose Center,
2030 Polk Street, Hollywood, FL 33020, Telephone: (954) 921-3404.
All Club members are encouraged to submit articles, notices, or any other
data believed notable to
our membership.

Hollywood Stamp Club Officers and Members of the
Board for 2016
Chairman of the Board: Karl V. Shallenberger
E-Mail: KarlShall@comcast.net
President: Parker A. Bailey, Jr.
E-Mail: pbaileyjr@comcast.net
Vice-President: Jacqueline Cortes
Treasurer: Richard Knierim
Recording Secretary: Hilda Bailey

Membership Chairman: Alan Levak
Directors: William Armstrong, , Arthur Morris, Hamlet Gayadeen, Robert
Lavoie, Jr., Stephen Ehrlich, Alan Levak, and Richard Sandler
Editor: Enrique Setaro

HSC
LOCATION
ON
MAP

Contact the Editor, by
phone (305)428-0546, via
Skype, ID: ensetaro or via
e-mail: ensetaro@gmail.com

ENRIQUE SETARO,
HSC EDITOR
MEMBER No. 1622

BORN IN ARGENTINA 1941
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HSC A C T I V I T I E S
PHILATELIC CALENDAR
SEP 6 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
SEP 13 . Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
SEP 20 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
SEP 27 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
OCT 4 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments

OCT 11 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
OCT 18 . Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
OCT 25 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments

CLUB NEWS


Bill Armstrong: he passed away; see page 8.



New members: Bart F. Caso . 1897, Alex
Benenson . 1898, Vasile Manole . 1899, and Al
Rozinsky . 1900

WELCOME

Catalog Donation: David Medeiros has do-

ABOARD !!



nated a Michel Catalog to the Club’s Library


Pizza on Stamps: US Cover and French Stamp

2008 FRANCE STAMP. GARFIELD
WITH PIZZA
1972 PIZZA HUT, INC . UNIQUE DIE
VIGNETTE PROOF, FOUND ON EBAY.
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AROUND THE AUCTIONS. By Editor
As has been widely advertised, Siegel Auctions sold Position 58 of the
1918 Inverted Jenny at the May 31, 2016 auction during the NYC
World Stamp Show. The PSE graded XF sold for $1,351,125 including the
15% buyers premium. Siegel has prepared a special publication called
“JENNY 95” that was
distributed during the
auction.

It not only describes
the Inverted Jenny but
provides the history of
early airmail service in
the US, as well as how
the stamp was designed, printed and
distributed including
the history of the In-

Fig 4 Inverted Jenny
Position 58

verted Jenny Sheet.

Fig 5 Siegel Inverted Jenny sheet reconstruction

For additional information please read the following link:
https://invertedjenny.com
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Korean Sheet with a Missing “R”, by HSC Editor
In the Far East Countries like China, Japan and Korea, because of
the language, there, people tend to read and pronounce words that
contain an “R” as if it were an “L”. The sound of an “R” is not included in these languages
General Fidel Sanchez Her- Fig. 1 Korea SC 728
nandez, President of El Salvador, visited South Korea in 1970. Korea issued a
stamp (Sc #728, see Fig. 1) and a Souvenir Sheet
(SC #728a, see Fig. 2) to commemorate his visit;
here the sheet is imperforate and carries a legend
in Spanish. At that time 30,000 sheets were put
into circulation. It was later discovered that the
name of the country was misspelled as “El Salvadol”. A new
Fig. 2 Original sheet, SC #728a
design
was
made to correct
the name of the country. The new sheet is shown in
Fig. 3. Nevertheless, Scott has priced the sheet in error at $25; the corrected sheet is noted in Scott but it
is not priced. I have checked eBay and DelCampe and
only found the corrected sheets; they are listed as
based on the sheet with the missing “R”.©
Fig. 3 Corrected Sheet; noted in Scott

You can have your ham and mail it (too). By
Editor
There is a popular phrase that reads: You can't have your cake
and eat it (too) is a popular English idiomatic proverb or figure of
speech. The proverb literally
means "you cannot simultaneously retain your cake and eat it".

Fig 4 2014 Stamp with plate of ham

Well Spain, in 2014, issued a sheet about Gastronomy. Innovation and Traditional Products
The complete sheet includes a 3.15€ stamp. that allows the
sender of the cover to have his ham and mail it (too); see
Figures 4 & 5. It came on a cover from Spain shown in Fig 6.
[Cont. Page 6]
Fig 5 2014 Complete Sheet
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Spain’s Cover with Ham (cont. from page 5)
The stamp in question shows a plate of “Jamon Iberico” (iberic
ham). It might be appropriate to include a short tutorial on
Spanish Hams.

There are basically three types of ham: paleta (Shoulder) , serrano and iberico. We will define each one and use the PSE Grade
Scale for comparison:
F . Paleta o paletilla (Shoulder)
While ham is the hind leg of the pig, paleta or paletilla is the front leg. Never- Fig 6 Cover from Spain
theless, a paleta can have an excellent taste and undergoes the same processes of ham-making .
VF. Jamón Serrano / Jamón Curado / Jamón Reserva
This is just the "ordinary cured ham" from white pigs, fed with a mixed diet of authorized
commercial compound feed.
XF . Jamón Ibérico (Our Iberian Ham)
Jamón ibérico, Iberico ham, also called pata negra, is a type of cured ham produced mostly in
Spain. It is at least 75% black Iberian pig, also called the cerdo negro(black pig).

Fig 7 Complete Iberic Ham

Superb . Jamón Iberico de Recebo (Our Black Label)
This ham is from the Iberian pig, fed with acorns and authorized compound feed during the last months of feeding.
GEM . Jamón Ibérico de Bellota (Our Bellota Ham)
Iberian ham is from pigs that have been fed exclusively with acorns and herbs. This is the most refined ham available!

Japanese Postcard really travelled, though, By Editor
On the July/August issue we showed a cover from France to Japan where the
recipient had moved and a small piece of thin paper was added with the forwarding address.
In this case one of our members, William Sandrik, has shared his finding. Here
we are relating about a 1929 Japanese Postcard that was sent to someone that
changed addresses 9 times and there are 9 small pieces of paper with the 9
forwarding addresses. It is not known if, finally, the postcard was able to catch
Fig. 8 1929 postcard
up with the person who was supposed to receive the postcard. (See figures 8, 9
& 10)

Fig 10 PC
with 9TH
forwarding
address

Fig 9 PC
with first
forwarding
address
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ASDA Special Edition May 2016, Siegel Ad
Inverted Jenny and IN Ps Tete-Beche, By Editor

Siegel Auction Galleries ran an ad on this Special Edition of
the ASDA Magazine for the World Stamp
Show. The ad, show on Fig 11, includes two
significant Philatelic items it has sold during
its existence as an auction firm:
US 1918 Inverted Jenny; last sold—
position 58 at the NYC Stamp Show, May 31,
2016


FIG 11—Siegel Ad

Buenos Aires 1858 IN Ps Vertical TeteBeche; sold in The Islander Collection , Rare and
Most Outstanding Stamps of South America, NYC
June 5-6, 2008. “IN Ps” comes from (5) “CINCO”,
so IN Ps on the plate is equal to 1 Ps.


FIG 12 Detail of Ad

Both stamps are shown here in detail on Fig 12

FRANCE 1940 AIR MAIL COVER TO CALIFORNIA,
By Editor
I always thank Sid Rotter for providing unusual covers in his
cover boxes. In this
case it is a 1940 cover from France to L. A.
California. There is a hand written legend that
reads: “Par Avion Atlantic Clipper Via Lisbon”.
The International rate was paid with two
stamps for 12.50 FFr (Scott 338 & 348). Postmark is from Montpellier, Herault, France.
In 1940, because of WW II, the only commercial and mail carrying flights to and from the
US / Europe were handled using the PAA Clippers (flying boats) into Lisbon, Portugal and
Northern Ireland. ©
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I’ve just learned that one of our long standing
members, Bill Armstrong, has passed away. I met Bill
while he was serving on the Board of Directors. He was
always working tirelessly for the betterment of the HSC
and stamp collecting in general. Most of our members will
remember the “old guy” with the wild hair at the meetings. Well, that was Bill, wearing his hat with the wild-hair
coming out of the top and acting as though that was the
norm. However, he was always there to answer any question or give advice. He added to our
enjoyment of stamp collecting and will be sorely missed.

THE

PRESIDENT’S
CORNER

As I am writing this message, the NY World Show is behind us and the Portland Show is a few days
away. Some of our HSC members had entries in both shows – some winning awards in NY and I expect the
same from the Portland show. And speaking of awards- winning HSC members, the late Herman “Pat” Herst,
Jr just released a new book (from notes discovered by his wife) entitled, Put a Stamp On It!. It is available
from Amazon.com. Pat was one of the reasons the Hollywood Stamp Club is known as “the Home of the Philatelic Stars.”
The Club is having a luncheon this Sept 25th at the Jacaranda Country Club in Plantation. This will be
the beginning of the HSC 50th Anniversary. All members are urged to attend and of course bring your spouse
or significant other.

Parker A. Bailey, Jr.

Take care and see you next issue.

CAVIAR ON STAMPS,

By Editor

Caviar is a delicacy consisting of salt-cured fish-eggs of the Acipenseridae family. The roe
can be "fresh" (non-pasteurized) or pasteurized, with pasteurization reducing its culinary and
economic value.
Traditionally, the term caviar refers only to roe from wild sturgeon in
the Caspian and Black Sea[2] (Beluga, Ossetra and Sevruga caviars).
Depending on the country, caviar may also be used to describe the roe
of other fish such as salmon, steelhead, trout, lumpfish, whitefish,carp, and other species of sturgeon.
Caviar is considered a delicacy and is eaten as a garnish or a spread.
Here are two stamps from France and Uruguay; could not find any
stamps from Russia with caviar on stamps.©

Stamp of France

Beluga
Caviar

Jar
Stamp of Uruguay
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